
If your annual software maintenance plan with Microsoft is coming up for renewal, it’s a perfect time to 
consider upgrading to MyPOS Connect. With MyPOS Connect, you’ll save money immediately and you’ll 
be able to squeeze every ounce of profit from your retail operation.

1. Stronger Feature Set
With MyPOS Connect, you get the same reliable POS 
platform but with more functionality than RMS. Plus, 
we’re releasing powerful new features all the time.

5. Automatic Software Updates
Remember how difficult it was to upgrade RMS? With 
MyPOS Connect, installing updates takes just one click. 
And because MyPOS Connect doesn’t care if different 
devices have different versions, your stores can accept 
updates whenever it’s convenient for them.

3. Easier to Use
It’s easier to learn and use than other POS solutions - 
even easier than RMS! If you’re a multi-store retailer; 
you’ll especially love the fact that you won’t have to 
process Headquarters worksheets to share data with the 
stores anymore. Plus we’ve incorporated many of the 
same function key shortcuts in our POS app (e.g. F2 – 
Item Lookup, F7- Customer Look-up, F12 – Tender, etc.)

4. Less Expensive
There are no up-front software license fees or expensive 
servers required. Plus training costs are much lower 
than comparable solutions because it’s so easy to learn 
how to use MyPOS Connect.

2. Easier to Deploy
MyPOS Connect is easier to deploy because you don’t 
need network or database servers – just a Windows-
based workstation or tablet and an internet connection. 
Also, we can convert your RMS database so that you 
won’t have to waste time inputting your items and 
customers; and you won’t lose any sales history.

8. You Can Use Exisiting Hardware
If your current workstations have either Windows 7, 8 or 
10, you can install MyPOS Connect without any 
upgrades. It also works with the same POS peripherals 
that work with RMS.
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According to our customers, here are the top 8 reasons why MyPOS Connect is the best replacement for RMS.

6. Protected by the IBM Cloud
Because MyPOS Connect hosts your database in the 
IBM Cloud, it’s protected from power outages, natural 
disasters and even hackers. Plus your database is 
backed-up regularly so you never have to worry about 
losing data.

7. Automatic Offline Sales 
Processing
Worried about losing your connection to the Cloud? 
Each POS device has a local copy of the database so 
you can continue processing sales when you lose your 
connection to the Cloud. You won’t even know you’re 
not connected. When your connection is reinstated, all 
your offline transactions flow up to the Cloud, 
automatically.
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